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Item No

Copyright
Yr

Format

99958

1995

DVD

99920
99921

2006
2006

98175

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer

Run Time

Angels over the Net

Fr Henri Nouwen

30 minutes

DVD
DVD

Art of Listening in a Healing Way, The
Art of Listening in a Healing Way, The

James E. Miller
James E. Miller

46 minutes
46 minutes

1997

VHS

At A Loss For Words: How To Help
Caregiver Infant Death

Hamilton, Charity-Producer,
Paraclete Press

60 minutes

98180

2004

DVD

At Death's Door: Facing the Terminal Illness Paraclete Press-Rabbi Dr.
of a Loved One
Earl Grollman

35 minutes

At Death's Door will help you acknowledge your emotions as you walk through
the terminal illness of someone you love, and will guide you in living fully with
your loved one through the last months, weeks or days of your time together.

98181

2004

DVD

At Death's Door: Facing the Terminal Illness Paraclete Press-Rabbi Dr.
of a Loved One
Earl Grollman

36 minutes

At Death's Door will help you acknowledge your emotions as you walk through
the terminal illness of someone you love, and will guide you in living fully with
your loved one through the last months, weeks or days of your time together.

2222

2016

DVD

Baptism: Faith of Flame

Archdiocese of Brisbane

5 minutes 52 seconds

2223

2016

DVD

Baptism: Faith of Flame

Archdiocese of Brisbane

6 minutes 52 seconds

248

2016

DVD

Julianne Stanz

6 minutes 28 seconds

249

2016

DVD

Julianne Stanz

6 minutes 28 seconds

250

2016

DVD

Julianne Stanz

6 minutes 28 seconds

140.1

1975

VHS

Baptism Sacrament Of Belonging

St Anthony Messenger
Press

16 minutes

140.2

2012

DVD

Baptism Sacrament Of Belonging

St Anthony Messenger
Press

16 minutes

140.3

1975

VHS

Baptism Sacrament Of Belonging

St Anthony Messenger
Press

16 minutes

140.4

2012

DVD

Baptism Sacrament Of Belonging

St Anthony Messenger
Press

16 minutes

98160

2004

DVD

Beyond Death's Door: Help for the Healing
Process After Someone You Love has Died

Darci Sims

35 minutes

142.1

Unknown

VHS

Beyond Prison: Seeking Justice for All

Unknown

99912

2007

Baptism on a Mission - Share Jesus Video
#43
Baptism on a Mission - Share Jesus Video
#43
Baptism on a Mission - Share Jesus Video
#43

DVD/
Book/ Boundaries
Binder

Dr Henry Cloud & Dr John
Townsend

Unknown
4 hours

Item Description
Fr Henri Nouwen theologizes trapeze catchers as God and our need to trust in a
God who ultimately catches us. The ‘flights over the net’ helped Nouwen to
discover the spiritual truth not the failures but the willingness to start anew gives
the feeling of just beginning to live.
A video on listening and communication.
A video on listening and communication.
Does anyone care? Few know how to show it. Teaches spouses, family
members, friends, neighbors, and early caregivers - clergy, doctors, nurses, and
counselors, how to help and what to say and do.

Baptism is the first of three Sacraments of Initiation in the Catholic Church
through Baptism we are incorporated into the body of Christ.
Baptism is the first of three Sacraments of Initiation in the Catholic Church
through Baptism we are incorporated into the body of Christ.
Discusses how important Baptism is to our connection to Jesus Christ and how
we can share in his mission.
Discusses how important Baptism is to our connection to Jesus Christ and how
we can share in his mission.
Discusses how important Baptism is to our connection to Jesus Christ and how
we can share in his mission.
What does it mean to belong? To Alfredo, a Mexican orphan tragically scarred by
fire, belonging means life itself. When he stumbles upon the "Hacienda", an
orphanage full of happy/children,
What does it mean to belong? To Alfredo, a Mexican orphan tragically scarred by
fire, belonging means life itself - a place to be and people to love. When he
stumbles upon the "Hacienda", and orphanage full of happy and well-cared for
children,
What does it mean to belong? To Alfredo, a Mexican orphan tragically scarred by
fire, belonging means life itself - a place to be and people to love. When he
stumbles upon the "Hacienda", and orphanage full of happy and well-cared for
children,
What does it mean to belong? To Alfredo, a Mexican orphan tragically scarred by
fire, belonging means life itself - a place to be and people to love. When he
stumbles upon the "Hacienda", and orphanage full of happy and well-cared for
children,
Help grieving process after loved one has died
Prison Ministry
Book and Resources, A boundary is a personal property line that marks those
things which we are responsible/boundaries define who we are. Biblically-based
answers to boundary questions, showing us how to set healthy boundaries.
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Item No

Copyright
Yr

99912.1

2007

98150

1993

9030

9030.1

9030.2

2012

2012

2012

Format

Title

DVD/
Book/ Boundaries
Binder

VHS

DVD

DVD

DVD

Building Communities of Hope

Speaker/Author/ Producer
Dr Henry Cloud & Dr John
Townsend

Fr Joe Hacala, CCHD

Caring for a Loved One with Alzheimer's, An Paraclete Video
Emotional Journey
Productions

Caring for a Loved One with Alzheimer's, An Paraclete Video
Emotional Journey
Productions

Caring for a Loved One with Alzheimer's, An Paraclete Video
Emotional Journey
Productions

Run Time

Item Description

4 hours

Book and Resources, A boundary is a personal property line that marks those
things which we are responsible/boundaries define who we are. Biblically-based
answers to boundary questions, showing us how to set healthy boundaries.

10 minutes

Father Joe Hacala, SJ, using parish experience and as executive director of the
Campaign for Human Development, shares CHD's remarkable success story:
the Church alive today -- translating faith into justice and hope.

50 minutes

Segments include Caring for one who doesn’t remember your name; Grieving
the losses of their life and yours; When an unexpected side of your loved one
comes out; When it feels like your love no longer helps; Struggling with denial;
Hungering for simple recognition; Feelings of failure and guilt; How to handle
frustration and anger; How to care for you-physically, emotionally, spirituallywhile you care for someone else; Feeling exhausted - and what to do, when that
happens; Finding support on the Web, the telephone or in person; Allowing
someone else to care for your loved one; Times when laughter, singing, and
foolishness are entirely appropriate; When you worry about making other people
comfortable; Learning to accept the person that your loved one is now - there is
no going back; The courage and sacrifice of an Alzheimer’s caregiver.

50 minutes

Segments include Caring for one who doesn’t remember your name; Grieving
the losses of their life and yours; When an unexpected side of your loved one
comes out; When it feels like your love no longer helps; Struggling with denial;
Hungering for simple recognition; Feelings of failure and guilt; How to handle
frustration and anger; How to care for you-physically, emotionally, spirituallywhile you care for someone else; Feeling exhausted - and what to do, when that
happens; Finding support on the Web, the telephone or in person; Allowing
someone else to care for your loved one; Times when laughter, singing, and
foolishness are entirely appropriate; When you worry about making other people
comfortable; Learning to accept the person that your loved one is now - there is
no going back; The courage and sacrifice of an Alzheimer’s caregiver.

51 minutes

Segments include Caring for one who doesn’t remember your name; Grieving
the losses of their life and yours; When an unexpected side of your loved one
comes out; When it feels like your love no longer helps; Struggling with denial;
Hungering for simple recognition; Feelings of failure and guilt; How to handle
frustration and anger; How to care for you-physically, emotionally, spirituallywhile you care for someone else; Feeling exhausted - and what to do, when that
happens; Finding support on the Web, the telephone or in person; Allowing
someone else to care for your loved one; Times when laughter, singing, and
foolishness are entirely appropriate; When you worry about making other people
comfortable; Learning to accept the person that your loved one is now - there is
no going back; The courage and sacrifice of an Alzheimer’s caregiver.
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Item No

9030.3

Copyright
Yr

2012

Format

DVD

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer

Caring for a Loved One with Alzheimer's, An Paraclete Video
Emotional Journey
Productions

Changed forever : grieving the death of
someone you love

Robert Zucker; Heather L
Gary; Monique
Cerundolo; Charity
Spatzeck-Olsen; Paraclete
Video Productions.

Run Time

Item Description

51 minutes

Segments include Caring for one who doesn’t remember your name; Grieving
the losses of their life and yours; When an unexpected side of your loved one
comes out; When it feels like your love no longer helps; Struggling with denial;
Hungering for simple recognition; Feelings of failure and guilt; How to handle
frustration and anger; How to care for you-physically, emotionally, spirituallywhile you care for someone else; Feeling exhausted - and what to do, when that
happens; Finding support on the Web, the telephone or in person; Allowing
someone else to care for your loved one; Times when laughter, singing, and
foolishness are entirely appropriate; When you worry about making other people
comfortable; Learning to accept the person that your loved one is now - there is
no going back; The courage and sacrifice of an Alzheimer’s caregiver.

49 minutes

In this powerful, therapeutic, new video presentation you will see and hear others
discuss what you are going through right now. You will learn how to let yourself
walk through your grief without letting it overwhelm you. Testimonies of people,
who have recently experienced the death of a loved one, as well as experts in
the field, talk about how to slowly integrate the loss you have experienced, and
the grief that comes with it, into a life that is changed forever.

9142

2015

DVD

1111

2010

DVD

1112

2010

DVD

1113

2010

DVD

98189

1996

VHS

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

98189.1

1996

VHS

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

98189.2

1996

VHS

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

98189.3

1996

DVD

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

98189.4

1996

DVD

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

98189.5

1996

DVD

Communicating with Compassion

Karen & Simon Fox

40 minutes

4826

Unknown

DVD

Christ Renews His Parish Spiritual Director
Workshop - Session 1
Christ Renews His Parish Spiritual Director
Workshop - Session 2
Christ Renews His Parish Spiritual Director
Workshop - Session 3

Compassion: Being Kind to Self

Unknown

Unknown

Fr Jim Walsh - 13 different topics regarding Christ Renews His Parish

Unknown

Unknown

Fr Jim Walsh - 18 different topics regarding Christ Renews His Parish

Unknown

Unknown

Fr Jim Walsh - 22 different topics regarding Christ Renews His Parish

Joyce Rupp

4827

Unknown

DVD

Compassion: Being Kind to Self

Joyce Rupp

99939

2008

DVD

Compassion in Action

Karen & Simon Fox

Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.
Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.
Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.
Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.
Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.
Karen Fox explains step-by-step method for communicating with people who are
ill, injured, isolated, or in distress.

Unknown

This DVD is a recorded talk during a retreat that focuses on the need for those in
Care Ministry to have compassion for themselves through: Respecting Self,
Caring for your Body, Mind and Spirit, Listening to your Thoughts and Feelings,
Staying with Self in Times of Hurt, and Being Attentive to our Suffering.

Unknown

This DVD is a recorded talk during a retreat that focuses on the need for those in
Care Ministry to have compassion for themselves through: Respecting Self,
Caring for your Body, Mind and Spirit, Listening to your Thoughts and Feelings,
Staying with Self in Times of Hurt, and Being Attentive to our Suffering.

43 minutes

Being effective in emotionally difficult Conversations. Tools for teams to
discuss/debrief/deal with communication challenges of caregiving.
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Item No

Copyright
Yr

Format

99940

2008

DVD

2312

1987

2311

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer

Run Time

Compassion in Action

Karen & Simon Fox

44 minutes

VHS

Coping with Feelings

Clayton Barbeau

60 minutes

1987

VHS

Coping with Loss

Clayton Barbeau

61 minutes

2310

1987

VHS

Coping with Others

Clayton Barbeau

62 minutes

2309

1987

VHS

Coping with Self

Clayton Barbeau

62 minutes

Jay Wesley Richards,
Donald Paul Hodel and
Steven B. Hayward. Acton
Media, Grand Rapids, MI

21 minutes

Item Description
Being effective in emotionally difficult Conversations. Tools for teams to
discuss/debrief/deal with communication challenges of caregiving.
Drawing upon years as a therapist, Barbeau offers pointers to helping us all
better handle the depth and the expression of our feelings.
Draws upon Barbeau's experiences of loss and others to offer comforting
counsel on proper self-care in handling the inevitable losses, great and small, of
life.
Elaborates on some of the issues that cause confusion or hurt in relationships
and how to overcome them.
Develops the themes of our self-creation, our self-awareness and how stress is
another term for being alive.
Examines our role as stewards of God's creation. We may care about the
environment, yet support proposals that do harm. We are called not simply to
care for God's creation but to care for it effectively.

99935

2008

DVD

Effective Stewardship: Wisdom on the
environment, Lesson 2.

25033

2016

DVD

The Euthanasia Deception

25034

2016

DVD

The Euthanasia Deception

25035

2016

DVD

The Euthanasia Deception

25036

2016

DVD

The Euthanasia Deception

25037

2016

DVD

The Euthanasia Deception, Vulnerable

EWTN Home Video

98204

1997

DVD

Final Blessing

United State Catholic
Conference

52 minutes

Examines the spiritual dimensions of the terminally ill. Rather than turning away
from the unavoidable sadness in these stories, viewers will be left inspired
uplifted and even consoled by the patients' end-of-life discoveries.

98205

1997

DVD

Final Blessing

United State Catholic
Conference

52 minutes

Examines the spiritual dimensions of the terminally ill. Rather than turning away
from the unavoidable sadness in these stories, viewers will be left inspired
uplifted and even consoled by the patients' end-of-life discoveries.

Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition
Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition
Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition
Euthanasia Prevention
Coalition

This documentary features powerful testimonies from Belgium and Canada of
lives devastated by the false ideology of "mercy killing".
This documentary features powerful testimonies from Belgium and Canada of
52 minutes
lives devastated by the false ideology of "mercy killing".
This documentary features powerful testimonies from Belgium and Canada of
52 minutes
lives devastated by the false ideology of "mercy killing".
This documentary features powerful testimonies from Belgium and Canada of
52 minutes
lives devastated by the false ideology of "mercy killing".
The Catholic Version of this documentary features powerful testimonies from
Approximately 1 hour Belgium and Canada of lives devastated by the false ideology of "mercy killing"
as well as Catholic Bishops insights.
52 minutes

98211

2011

DVD

Footprints on Our Hearts: Walking through
Grief after a Miscarriage, Stillbirth or
Newborn Death

Cathi Lammert, Paraclete
Press

78 minutes

98212

2011

DVD

Footprints on Our Hearts: Walking through
Grief after a Miscarriage, Stillbirth or
Newborn Death

Cathi Lammert, Paraclete
Press

79 minutes

6789
98002

2006
Unknown

DVD
DVD

Game Over: Women in Prison
Grief Has Its Season

Father Ribbens
Willowgreen Productions

Unknown
16 minutes

The agony we feel after the loss of a baby is complex and intense as it mixes
with misplaced guilt, hurt, helplessness, and deep sorrow. A baby is not
supposed to die. Footprints on Our Hearts offers ways to cope with these
feelings in the days and weeks of grieving that follow, as it speaks words of
understanding, encouragement, and hope for the future for anyone experiencing
the grief from the loss of a baby — a stillborn, miscarriage or newborn death
experience.
The agony we feel after the loss of a baby is complex and intense as it mixes
with misplaced guilt, hurt, helplessness, and deep sorrow. A baby is not
supposed to die. Footprints on Our Hearts offers ways to cope with these
feelings in the days and weeks of grieving that follow, as it speaks words of
understanding, encouragement, and hope for the future for anyone experiencing
the grief from the loss of a baby — a stillborn, miscarriage or newborn death
experience.
No description
Grieving as a natural process.
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Item No

Copyright
Yr

Format

98225

2012

DVD

Grieving the Sudden Death of a Loved One:
Paraclete Press
Guidance for When the Unthinkable Occurs

55 minutes

98225.2

2012

DVD

Grieving the Sudden Death of a Loved One:
Paraclete Press
Guidance for When the Unthinkable Occurs

55 minutes

98368

1993

VHS

Grit And Grace Of Being Caregiver

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer

James E. Miller,
Willowgreen Productions,
Fort Wayne, IN

99957.1

2008

VHS

Healing the Imprisoned - A Retreat

Fr Larry Carew

98200

2009

DVD

Helping Children Grieve

Khris Ford & Paula D'Arcy,
Paraclete Press

Run Time

36 minutes

3 cd set

55 minutes

98220.1

2012

DVD

Helping Parents Grieve: Finding a new like
after the death of a child

Khris Ford & Paula D'Arcy,
Paraclete Press

60 minutes

98220.2

2012

DVD

Helping Parents Grieve: Finding a new like
after the death of a child

Khris Ford & Paula D'Arcy,
Paraclete Press

60 minutes

98220.3

2013

DVD

Helping Parents Grieve: Finding a new like
after the death of a child

Khris Ford & Paula D'Arcy,
Paraclete Press

60 minutes

99904

2008

VHS

Hospice, Because Every Moment Matters

Affinity Visiting Nurses

99904.1

2003

VHS

Hospice, Because Every Moment Matters

Affinity Visiting Nurses

99903

1989

DVD

How Do I Go on?

Willowgreen Productions

21 minutes

99943

2008

DVD

Intro to Finance Councils

Mark Mogilka

27 minutes

98003

Unknown

DVD

Invincible Summer
Journey Through The Shadows - Hope For
Healing After Someone You Love Has
Committed Suicide

Willowgreen Productions

17 minutes

Stephanie Weber and Iris
Bolton, Paraclete Press

35 minutes

98202

2000

VHS

Item Description
Support, wisdom, and counsel from experts including Earl A. Grollman, the "Hero
of The Heartland" for his work with families/volunteers of Oklahoma City
bombing.
Support, wisdom, and counsel from experts including Earl A. Grollman, the "Hero
of The Heartland" for his work with families/volunteers of Oklahoma City
bombing.
Maintain balance caring for others. For lay caregivers or professionals. Seven
clear but paradoxical guidelines will assist in defining your task and role.
Six session retreat of conferences and healing prayer sessions. Includes videoclip samplings of the retreat, a variety of sharing's of healing prayer
breakthroughs to inmates: At the end of our prayer together, an inmate suddenly
remarked: “The world looks so very different when you aren’t looking out at it
through eyes of anger.
Helping children grieve lose.
Helping Parents Grieve is for any parent who has experienced the death of a
child--and for those who aim to help someone who is grieving. You will meet
men and women who have suffered, who share their stories, and help to kindle
hope for finding life again. Topics include: Knowing you are not alone ; Dealing
with the loss of hopes and dreams ; Grieving the death of a baby ; The family's
grief journey ; Honoring.
Helping Parents Grieve is for any parent who has experienced the death of a
child--and for those who aim to help someone who is grieving. You will meet
men and women who have suffered, who share their stories, and help to kindle
hope for finding life again. Topics include: Knowing you are not alone ; Dealing
with the loss of hopes and dreams ; Grieving the death of a baby ; The family's
grief journey ; Honoring.
Helping Parents Grieve is for any parent who has experienced the death of a
child--and for those who aim to help someone who is grieving. You will meet
men and women who have suffered, who share their stories, and help to kindle
hope for finding life again. Topics include: Knowing you are not alone ; Dealing
with the loss of hopes and dreams ; Grieving the death of a baby ; The family's
grief journey ; Honoring.

Unknown

Hospice

Unknown

Hospice
Feel, explore, let go, embrace, live.
Recorded by Mark Mogilka, Director of Stewardship & Pastoral Services for the
Fall Regional Leadership Training, 2008.
Returning to Life after someone you loved has died.
Suicide is an earth-shattering experience. The suddenness and inability to
explain why. So much pain and sorrow - how can we survive? Offers ways to
help survive your grief.
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Item No

98202.2

98202.3

Copyright
Yr

2001

2001

Format

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer

DVD

Journey Through The Shadows - Hope For
Healing After Someone You Love Has
Committed Suicide

DVD

Journey Through The Shadows - Hope For
Healing After Someone You Love Has
Committed Suicide

Stephanie Weber and Iris
Bolton, Paraclete Press

Stephanie Weber and Iris
Bolton, Paraclete Press

99934

2007

DVD

A Look at Parish Nursing

Deaconess Parish Nurse
Ministries

165.1

2013

DVD

Loving Someone With An Addiction

Dr Domenic Ciraulo

No Escape - From Prison to the Catholic
Faith

Russell Ford

Run Time

Item Description

35 minutes

Death by suicide deeply affects the lives of those who are left behind by the one
who has died. With so much pain and sorrow it is difficult to know how to
navigate these changes. This DVD offers encouragement and support to
survivors who are both grieving a loved one's death by suicide, and wondering
why it happened at all. Advice from experts and family members who have
walked this path combines with resources that teach friends how they can help.

35 minutes

Death by suicide deeply affects the lives of those who are left behind by the one
who has died. With so much pain and sorrow it is difficult to know how to
navigate these changes. This DVD offers encouragement and support to
survivors who are both grieving a loved one's death by suicide, and wondering
why it happened at all. Advice from experts and family members who have
walked this path combines with resources that teach friends how they can help.

Unknown

65 minutes

62588

2008

DVD

150.2

2000

VHS

150.3

2000

VHS

77258

2005-2010

VHS

98205

2000

VHS

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
PASTORAL CARE: An Overview Of Pastoral
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Care
Rathschmidt

26 minutes

Six video series that inspires and educates volunteers who visit the sick and shutins. Written by hospital chaplain Rick Lorino and parish priest Doug Fisher.
Hosted by Gaynell Cronin and Jack Rathschmidt, OFM Cap.

98205.2

2000

VHS

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
PASTORAL CARE: An Overview Of Pastoral
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Care
Rathschmidt

26 minutes

Six video series that inspires and educates volunteers who visit the sick and shutins. Written by hospital chaplain Rick Lorino and parish priest Doug Fisher.
Hosted by Gaynell Cronin and Jack Rathschmidt, OFM Cap.

98205.3

2000

DVD

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
PASTORAL CARE: An Overview Of Pastoral
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Care
Rathschmidt

26 minutes

Six video series that inspires and educates volunteers who visit the sick and shutins. Written by hospital chaplain Rick Lorino and parish priest Doug Fisher.
Hosted by Gaynell Cronin and Jack Rathschmidt, OFM Cap.

98205.4

2000

DVD

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
PASTORAL CARE: An Overview Of Pastoral
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Care
Rathschmidt

27 minutes

Six video series that inspires and educates volunteers who visit the sick and shutins. Written by hospital chaplain Rick Lorino and parish priest Doug Fisher.
Hosted by Gaynell Cronin and Jack Rathschmidt, OFM Cap.

98205.5

2000

DVD

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
PASTORAL CARE: An Overview Of Pastoral
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Care
Rathschmidt

27 minutes

Six video series that inspires and educates volunteers who visit the sick and shutins. Written by hospital chaplain Rick Lorino and parish priest Doug Fisher.
Hosted by Gaynell Cronin and Jack Rathschmidt, OFM Cap.

On Our Own Terms - Moyers on Dying
Bill Moyers
Community Leadership
On Our Own Terms - Moyers on Dying
Bill Moyers
Community Leadership
Operation Starting Line: Phase Two Launch
Unknown
Prison Fellowship

Unknown

For churches considering parish nursing. Features clergy, congregational
members and parish nurses designed for use in with church councils, health
cabinets, or staff meetings. Explores reasons to grow health ministry through
parish nursing, reviews roles of a parish nurse, and the questions that arise
when a parish considers this ministry.
Friends and Family on the Road to Recovery.
This talk was recorded live in prison where Russell Ford is serving a 25 year
sentence. In 1989, he was received into the Catholic Church and has since
shared his faith with thousands of fellow convicts.

Unknown

Community Leadership

Unknown

Community Leadership

Unknown

Reaching every prisoner in every prison with the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
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Item No

Copyright
Yr

Format

98207

2000

VHS

PASTORAL CARE Assessing And
Discerning

98206

2000

VHS

PASTORAL CARE Building Skills

98209

2000

VHS

PASTORAL CARE Care Of The Dying

98208

2000

VHS

PASTORAL CARE For People With Cancer

98210

2000

VHS

PASTORAL CARE Those Living With HIV /
AIDS

98135

2000

DVD

A Place Prepared: Helping Children
Understand Death and Heaven

Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Rathschmidt
Rabbi Dr Earl Grollman,
Paraclete Press

98707

2005

DVD

The Power Of Forgiveness

Worthington Everett J.

40 minutes

99905

2007

DVD

The Power Of Forgiveness

Doblmeier, Martin

78 minutes

Paul Alexander

40 minutes

Title

Speaker/Author/ Producer
Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Rathschmidt
Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Rathschmidt
Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Rathschmidt
Rick Lorino, Doug Fisher,
Gaynell Cronin and Jack
Rathschmidt

Run Time

Item Description

26 minutes

Tape 3 of 6. Assessing and discerning - builds on the insights of Building Skills.
Gives pastoral care volunteer the skills to be compassionate presence to a
person in need.

26 minutes

Tape 2 of 6. Building Skills

26 minutes

Tape 5 of 6: PASTORAL CARE OF THE DYING - Reviews the challenge to the
pastoral care provider than taking part in a person's journey toward death.

21 minutes

Tape 4 of 6, PASTORAL CARE FOR PEOPLE WITH CANCER - Just the very
word "cancer" incites fear. People with cancer have special needs. This program
helps the pastoral care provider understand the experience of cancer.

30 minutes

Tape 6 of 6, Overview of the 18 year progression of HIV/Aids and how its
evolution and drug therapies changed the focus of pastoral care in North
America.

40 minutes

Helping Children understand Death and Heaven.
We all get hurt, and in turn sometimes inflict hurt on others. Eventually we face
the difficult choice to forgive others and to forgive ourselves.
20 year study of forgiveness, from northern Ireland, Ground Zero, to Amish-how
forgiveness can transform your life.

98130

1995

DVD

A Ray of Hope: Facing the Holidays
Following a Loss

99970

2009

DVD

Recovering Nation

Unknown

63 minutes

4793

2002

VHS

Restorative Justice Healing The Hurt

Geske Janine

60 minutes

99971

2007

DVD

Seven Deadly Sins, Seven Lively Virtues

Fr Robert Barron

112 minutes

99972

1994

VHS

Seven Habits of Highly Effective People

Stephen Covey

100 minutes

How the seven habits video course promotes leadership and effectiveness.

99919

2004

DVD

Shattered Dreams - Healing after Divorce

Paraclete Press

30 minutes

Presents people who suffered divorce, walked through a recovery process, and
found healing and hope in life again. Insight on rejection, grief, anger, intimacy,
forgiveness, and letting go. Includes leaflet.

5158

Unknown

DVD

3553
3551
3555
3554
3552
98415
98415.2

1987
1988
2008
1987
1988
2003
2003

VHS
VHS
VHS
VHS
VHS
DVD
DVD

98409

1999

VHS

Stewardship Moments with Bishop David L.
Ricken
Surviving Broken Relationships
Surviving Depression
Surviving Divorce
Surviving Life Transitions
Surviving Loneliness
Training Bereavement Ministers
Training Bereavement Ministers
Training Ministers To The Sick - Catholic
Update

Unknown

Unknown

Clayton Barbeau
Clayton Barbeau
John Bradshaw
Clayton Barbeau
Clayton Barbeau
Catholic Update
Catholic Update

21 minutes
23 minutes
Unknown
26 minuts
24 minutes
75 minutes
75 minutes

Patti Normile

30 minutes

Facing the Holidays
Explores the complex relationship between addiction and religion, illuminates the
hidden Americans who deftly navigate successful careers while under the
influence.
Discusses the ripple effects of crime on victims, the community and those
surrounding the offender as well as the need for healing, restitution and
forgiveness.
Presentation of the seven deadly sins and message of hope found in the seven
lively virtues.

Stewardship Moments with Diocese of Green Bay's Bishop David L. Ricken.
A how to session on surviving broken relationships.
A how to session on surviving depression.
A how to session on divorce.
A how to session on life transitions.
A how to session on surviving loneliness.
Training pastoral ministers
Training pastoral ministers
Resource for the preparation of those who visit the sick at home or in healthcare
facilities. Three story segment vignettes provide a fictional "case studies" of
pastoral visits.
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98409.2

1999

VHS

5158.1

5158.2

2015

2015

DVD

DVD

Title
Training Ministers To The Sick - Catholic
Update

The Transforming Power of Caregiving:
Returning to Life After Caregiving Ends

The Transforming Power of Caregiving:
Returning to Life After Caregiving Ends

Speaker/Author/ Producer

Run Time

Item Description

Patti Normile

30 minutes

Resource for the preparation of those who visit the sick at home or in healthcare
facilities. Three story segment vignettes provide a fictional "case studies" of
pastoral visits.

46 minutes

A New Beginning - There is a natural sense of loss when the need for our
caregiving is over.We face the double sorrow of the death of our loved one as
well as the ending of our primary purpose and role in life. A New Normal - Part
of the experience of after caregiving is to find a "new normal". Many factors go
into the developement of a new identity aftert the death of a loved one. New Life
Discoveries - As we walk through the process of rebuilding our lives we find that
life maybe completely different but can be new and exciting.

46 minutes

A New Beginning - There is a natural sense of loss when the need for our
caregiving is over.We face the double sorrow of the death of our loved one as
well as the ending of our primary purpose and role in life. A New Normal - Part
of the experience of after caregiving is to find a "new normal". Many factors go
into the developement of a new identity aftert the death of a loved one. New Life
Discoveries - As we walk through the process of rebuilding our lives we find that
life maybe completely different but can be new and exciting.

47 minutes

A New Beginning - There is a natural sense of loss when the need for our
caregiving is over.We face the double sorrow of the death of our loved one as
well as the ending of our primary purpose and role in life. A New Normal - Part
of the experience of after caregiving is to find a "new normal". Many factors go
into the developement of a new identity aftert the death of a loved one. New Life
Discoveries - As we walk through the process of rebuilding our lives we find that
life maybe completely different but can be new and exciting.

Paraclete Press, Inc

Paraclete Press, Inc

5158.3

2015

DVD

The Transforming Power of Caregiving:
Returning to Life After Caregiving Ends

Paraclete Press, Inc

98140

2011

DVD

Walking Through Grief -A Guide To The
Grief Journey

Sims & Pedersen

6281

2014

DVD
and
Book

Welcomed and Valued and Spanish Version National Catholic
Bienvendios y Valorados on the same DVD Partnership on Disability

8635

2012

DVD

98004

Unknown

DVD

98227

2002

DVD

98005

Unknown

DVD

99873

2003

VHS

We Will Miss You: Support for Grieving the
Death of a Pet
We Will Remember: A meditation for those
who live on
When A Loved One Dies: Walking through
grief as a Teenager
When Morning Dawns
When Mourning Dawns Living Your Way
Fully Through the Seasons of Your Grief

Unknown

Tools for Finding Hope

27 minutes

This DVD features in-depth looks at people with mental illness and how they
participate in parish life. Supporting People with Mental Illness in Parish Life.

Charity Spatzeck Olsen

31 minutes

Segments include The human-pet relationship is unique; Grief can be
unexpected; You may experience feelings of guilt; Women, men and children
grieve differently; Other pets will also grieve; Some people will not understand;
Create your own simple funeral or memorial; Consider whether to get another
pet; Ritual is important.

Willowgreen Productions

11 minutes

A Meditation for Those Who Live On .

30 minutes

Walking through grief as a teenager.

51 minutes

Living your way fully through the seasons of your grief.

51 minutes

Video introduces the viewer to the seasons of grief: autumn, winter, spring, and
then summer. This video is ideal for individual use or viewing in support groups.

Alicia Sims Franklin, LCSW,
Paraclete Press
Willowgreen Productions
James E. Miller
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When Your Parent Needs You acknowledges that caring for an aging parent is
an all-encompassing experience that affects every aspect of life. It brings
changes and challenges that are difficult emotionally and physically. Through
interviews with caregivers and experts on aging, this video addresses issues
such as becoming your parent's caregiver, balancing work and personal life with
the never-ending tasks of caregiving, coping with negative emotions and
anxieties, and caring with compassion. When Your Parent Needs
You emphasizes that caring for an aging parent can be more than an experience
that is merely survived. It is an opportunity for personal growth, and most
importantly, a window of time to give back to your parents and share their final
years with them.
When Your Parent Needs You acknowledges that caring for an aging parent is
an all-encompassing experience that affects every aspect of life. It brings
changes and challenges that are difficult emotionally and physically. Through
interviews with caregivers and experts on aging, this video addresses issues
such as becoming your parent's caregiver, balancing work and personal life with
the never-ending tasks of caregiving, coping with negative emotions and
anxieties, and caring with compassion. When Your Parent Needs
You emphasizes that caring for an aging parent can be more than an experience
that is merely survived. It is an opportunity for personal growth, and most
importantly, a window of time to give back to your parents and share their final
years with them.
When Your Parent Needs You acknowledges that caring for an aging parent is
an all-encompassing experience that affects every aspect of life. It brings
changes and challenges that are difficult emotionally and physically. Through
interviews with caregivers and experts on aging, this video addresses issues
such as becoming your parent's caregiver, balancing work and personal life with
the never-ending tasks of caregiving, coping with negative emotions and
anxieties, and caring with compassion. When Your Parent Needs
You emphasizes that caring for an aging parent can be more than an experience
that is merely survived. It is an opportunity for personal growth, and most
importantly, a window of time to give back to your parents and share their final
years with them.
Each one of us is ever changing as we encounter the roar and solitude of life-our
life. Whitewater, the Positive Power of Grief is a twelve minute excursion into
that free-flowing experience where triumphs and losses rule the waves and
where recovery is the true measure of success. Whitewater, the Positive Power
of Grief calls us to tap deeply into that natural resilient self which lies there in us
all.

98203

2001

VHS

When Your Parent Needs You - Guide To
Positive Growth Caring For Aging Parents

Charity Spatzeck Olsen

35 minutes

98203.2

2002

DVD

When Your Parent Needs You - Guide To
Positive Growth Caring For Aging Parents

Charity Spatzeck Olsen

35 minutes

98203.3

2004

DVD

When Your Parent Needs You - Guide To
Positive Growth Caring For Aging Parents

Charity Spatzeck Olsen

35 minutes

3456

1995

DVD

Whitewater: The Positive Power of Grief

Sandra Graves

12 minutes

99995

Unknown

VHS

Wisconsin Supermax Correctional Institution Unknown

99892

1989

VHS

Working Through Your Grief

Ronald Sutherland, Service
Corp Int'l, Memorial Chapels

30 minutes

Produced by a mortuary, video and booklet meant to assist people who are
grieving the loss of a loved one.

99892.1

1989

VHS

Working Through Your Grief

Ronald Sutherland, Service
Corp Int'l, Memorial Chapels

30 minutes

Produced by a mortuary, video and booklet meant to assist people who are
grieving the loss of a loved one.

4940

2005

DVD

You Don't Want To Live In My House

GB Correctional Institution

30 minutes

The Green Bay Correctional Institution, a maximum security prison of 1000 adult
male inmates, created this documentary (videotaped by inmates) to deter
juvenile crime.

Unknown

Prison Ministry

